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IN THE MATTER OF an appeal by Terrance John Ferguson against the
determination made by the Racing and Wagering Western Australia Stewards
of Harness Racing on 4 May 2021 imposing a 12 month disqualification
effective immediately for breach of Rule 190(1), (2) and (4) of the Rules of
Harness Racing.

 

Mr Tom Percy QC assisted by Ms Josephine Byrne of DG Price & Co Lawyers

appeared for the Appellant.

Mr Ron Davies QC represented the Racing and Wagering Western Australia
("RWWA") Stewards of Harness Racing.
 

Introduction

1. This is an appeal by Mr Ferguson, a licenced Harness Racing Trainer, against a

penalty imposed by the Stewards of Racing and Wagering Western Australia

(RWWA)disqualifying him from holding a licence or 12 months from 4 May 2021 for

an offence under HRR 190(1), (2)) and (4).

2. The particulars of the offence are that Mr Ferguson presented a horse, CHUMANI

which was detected with Testosterone, a “prohibited substance”, at a concentration

level of in excess of 40 ug/L in a urine sample taken from the gelding after it
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competed in, and won, Race 7 at Gloucester Park on 12 January 2021 (EXHIBIT 1:

letter to Mr Ferguson dated 15 April 2021).

3. The level of testosterone detected in CHUMANI by the Chem Centre was confirmed

at a concentration of 73 ug/L by the Australian Racing Forensic Laboratory (NSW).

4. On 29 March 2021, Dr Caroline McMullen RWWAVeterinarian, and Mr P Criddle,

RWWA Senior Investigative Steward, attended Mr Ferguson’s property at

Wonnerup.

5. After conducting a physical examination of the horse, Dr McMullan confirmed

CHUMANIwasindeed a gelding and there was no evidence of residual gonadal

activity remaining in the horse’s reproductive tissue.

6. Dr McMullen and MrCriddle also inspected Mr Ferguson’s stables and conducted

a video record of interview. No medications or substances containing

testosterone were found.

7. A Stewards Inquiry (Inquiry) was held on 22 April 2021. At the Inquiry, Mr

Ferguson pleaded guilty to the offence under HRR 190(1), (2) and (4): p 55

transcript. This is a strict liability offence, which means that the offence is

committed regardless of the circumstance by which the substance came to be

presentin the horse.

8. Ina letter dated 4 May 2021, Mr Ferguson wasadvised by the Stewardsof the 12

month disqualification and provided with written Reasons on penalty. In addition

to the penalty disqualifying Mr Ferguson under HRR 190(1), (2) and (4); penalties

were imposed impacting on CHUMANI. The Stewards:

e. Acting under HR195, disqualified CHUMANI as the winner of Race 7 at

Gloucester Park with the placings to be amended accordingly, with the

commensurate implications to all stake moneyto apply.

e Acting under HR 190AA(4) and HR 65, disqualified CHUMANI as the winner

of Race 8 at Gloucester Park on 22 January 2021 with the placings to be

amendedaccordingly.

e Acting under HR 190AA(4), ordered that CHUMANIwill not be permitted to

start any race from 12 January 2021 for a period of 12 months, and only

after an AndrogenSteroid Clearing Certificate is provided.

9. Mr Ferguson appealed to the Racing Penalties Appeal Tribunal (“the Tribunal”)

against his 12 month disqualification, and the Hearing was held on 25 August

2021.

The charge — background

10. Testosterone is an anabolic androgenic steroid which is a prohibited substance

under the Rules: HRR 188. It also became a “permanently banned substance”in

Western Australia under HRR 190A(1) and (2) from 1 September 2014.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

As testosterone is a substancethat is naturally produced within the body, and is a
substance of an endogenous nature, a threshold limit is set under the Rules to
accommodatethe fact that even mares and geldings can produce small amounts
of testosterone (Dr Medd, Inquiry p 19). Hence the relevance of Dr Mc Mullen’s

confirmation that CHUMANIwasa gelding.

It has been and remains an offence (presentation offence) to present a gelding for
a race notfree of prohibited substances both before and after 2014, as follows:

e —HRR 190(1): “A horse shall be free ofprohibited substances.”

e HRR 190(2): “/f a horse is presented for a race otherwise than in

accordance with sub rule (1) the trainer of the horse is guilty of an

offence.”

e HRR (4): “An offence under subrule (2) or subrule (3) is committed

regardless of the circumstances in which the prohibited substances

cameto be presentin the horse.”

Prior to 2014, testosterone was widely used in horse racing industries as a
therapeutic agent, and it was not an offence unless the horse (gelding) was

presented with testosterone detected at a concentration of 20 micrograms per

litre or above in urine (the thresholdlimit is set out in HRR 188A (2)(g)).

In 2014, however, Rule HRR 190AA wasintroduced to permanently ban(totally
ban) the use of testosterone from birth until the retirement of a race horse. Under
the Rule the possession of anabolic steroids was banned at any premises used in
relation to the training of horses, and horses can be tested for these substances
at any time (EXHIBIT 14) Racing and Wagering Western Australia, Notice on
“New Rules Pertaining to the Banning of Anabolic Steroids in the Western
Australian Harness Racing Industry to be Introduced 1° September 2014”).

HRR 190AA (1) is an “Administration offence”, which relevantly states: “A horse
must not in any manner, at any time, be administered an anabolic androgenic
Steroid, ...”

HRR 190AA (4) states: “When a sample taken at any time from a horse has
detectedin it an anabolic steroid, the horse is not permitted to start in any race or

be usedfor the purposeofbreeding:

(a) for a minimum period of 12 months from the date of the collection of the

sample in which than anabolic steroid was detected;...“

Dr Buddhika Dorakumbura, Chemist for the RWWA Racing Chemistry Team,
appeared before the Inquiry on 22 April and gave evidence that the quantitative

analysis confirmed the concentration of testosterone in CHUMANIon race day

was 73 ug/L, noting that the cut-off level (threshold) is 20 ug/L.

Dr Dorakumbura also reported that six (6) positive reports had been issued for
testosterone in equine urine samples in Western Australia since 2008, and she

noted that the sample for CHUMANI of 73 ug/L wasthe highest level detected.

The lowestlevel over that time had been 29 ug/L (p15 Transcript).



19. Dr Judith Medd, the RWWA Managerof Veterinary Services since 2002, gave

evidence at the Inquiry that the level of 73 micrograms perlitre detected in

CHUMANIwasin herview relatively high, being almost 4 times the threshold.

20. Dr Meddinformed the Inquiry that there had been no casesof horses(other than

CHUMANI) detected with a sample of an anabolic steroid above the threshold in

Western Australia since the introduction of the new Rule in 2014 (p 23 transcript).

Groundsof appeal

21. Through his lawyers, DG Price & Co, Mr Fergusonfiled the following Groundsof

Appealattached to the Notice of Appeal on 13 May 2021:

GROUNDS OF APPEAL

“The penalty imposed by the Stewards was unreasonable, vitiated by error and

manifestly excessive in all the circumstances of the case.

Particulars

1. The Stewards erred by imposing a penalty on the basis that the Appellant

was under an evidentiary obligation to establish that the asserted

inadvertent transmission of the testosterone from himself to the horse may

have accountedfor the reading in excess of the permitted level;

The Stewards erred by proceeding on the basis that an inadvertent

transmission of the substance, if established, would be negated as a

mitigating factor by the fact that any such transmission would have been

negligent;

The stewards erred by holding that an offence committed after the

permanent ban on testosterone came into effect in 2014 was more serious

than an infringement that occurredpriorto that date;

The Stewards erred by failing to impose a penalty on the basis that the

Appellant had no relevant prior convictions; and

The Stewards erred by imposing a penalty that was inconsistent with

penalties previously imposed in broadly similar cases involving the detection

of testosterone in racing animals.”

22. There was only one (1) Ground of Appeal, and five (5) Particulars.

23. Mr Tom Percy QC subsequently filed “Submissions on Penalty” on behalf of the

Appellant on 23 June 2021. Ground 1 (Particular 1) was abandoned,and this was

confirmed by Mr Percy at the Tribunal Hearing on 25 August 2021.

The Penalty andits history

24. The Stewards took a serious view of the presentation offence to which Mr

Ferguson pleaded guilty.

25. The offence is oneofstrict liability, the purpose of which is to try to make racing

as much aspossible a drug free sport. The rule is designed to ensure that those
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

involved in the industry take all possible steps to ensure their horses are

presented without prohibited substances in them. In most cases, a penalty of less
than disqualification would undermine the purpose and intent of the rule and
would be inappropriate: Slater v RWWA (Thoroughbred) Appeal no. 750 of 2012

per Member Chestnutt.

While the offence had always been regarded as serious, the Stewards expressed
the view that since testosterone became a permanently banned substance, the
seriousness of this offence has been elevated: “ ... a permanently banned
substance only serves to elevate rather than detract from the seriousness of the

situation and the penalty shouldreflect that”: Reasons [30].

The same Rule for the presentation offence under HRR 190(1), (2) and (4)
existed prior to the 2014 changes. The Rule itself has not changed; the question
therefore becomes, whether the changes which permanently banned testosterone
elevated the seriousness of the pre-existing presentation offence and hence the

relevant penalties.

The Appellant contends in Ground 1 (Particular 3) of his Appeal that an
infringement for an offence committed after the permanent ban on testosterone
cameinto effect should not be regarded as more serious than an infringement

that occurred prior to that date.

The Tribunal was advised that there are no cases of an animal, including a horse,
presenting with testosterone in Western Australia since HRR 190AA cameinto

effect; hence, there are no comparison cases for penalties imposed after 2014.
The Stewards referred to three (3) past cases of testosterone which wereall

determinedprior to the introduction ofthe total ban asfollows (Reasonsat [29]):

e Amanda Suvaljko (Harness) Testosterone, 17 September 2012: Pleaded

not guilty, No appeal, 1% offence, 9 months disqualification.

e Amanda Suvaljko (Harness) Testosterone, 21 November 2012: Pleaded

guilty, No appeal, 9 months disqualification

e Gavin Slater (Thoroughbred) Testosterone, 9 November 2012:
Disqualification of 12 months, Appeal against penalty reduced to 6

months.

In the matter of RWWA (Thoroughbred) v Slater, Appeal No. 750 (December

2012), the Tribunal found (2:1 majority) that Mr Gavin Slater had engaged in a
legitimate practice of injecting testosterone into the muscle of his horse for

therapeutic reasons, but probably breached the rules because, unbeknownst to

him and the vet from whom hetook advice, there was a build-up of the horse’s
scar tissue which resulted in the horse reaching a level above the threshold. The

Tribunal regarded the situation as one which was beyond MrSlater’s knowledge
and control, and one where the Stewardsfailed to pay sufficient regard to the fact

that this was an accidental presentation. This case is thereby distinguished from

that of Ferguson.

At the Hearing the Stewards submitted a summary table showing twelve pre-2014

testosterone presentation cases (including the three listed in [29] above). Limited

information is available on the cases which had not been appealed. Penalties for

the 12 cases are summarised asfollows:

e six (6) month disqualification - in six (6) cases;
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32.

33.

34.

e nine (9) months disqualification - in three (3) cases; and

e the remaining three (3) cases were not comparable with the

circumstances of Ferguson.

In their Reasons at [5], the Stewards stated that the nature of the prohibited

substancein this case is “central and highly significant to the penalty”. In reaching

this conclusion the Stewards referred to the comprehensive evidence given by Dr

Meddin relation to testosterone.

Dr Medd described the effect of testosterone on a mammalian system. She

stated:

“androgenic anabolic steroids have the capacity to increase muscle and

bone mass in mammals and they are known in sporting arenas as

performance enhancing substances”. An increase in muscle mass can result

in increases in speed, strength and stamina of an athlete and they are

known to stimulate growth in red blood cell production and may produce

masculinising effects such as an increase in vigour, drive or aggression”(p

58 transcript).

The Stewards expressed concern about the significant performance enhancing

nature of anabolic steroids, and in their written Submission to the Tribunal dated

23 August 2021, stated that: “...penalties for such presentations, of which there

were many before 2014, providelittle or no comparative value when dealing with

this far more serious permanently banned substance”.

Mr Ferguson’s Circumstances

35.

36.

37,

38.

39.

40.

Mr Fergusonis 72 years of age. He has held a Harness Racing Trainer's license

for some 50 years. He is passionate about Harness Racing andrelies on training

for an income.

Some years ago Mr Ferguson purchasedhis horsetraining establishment of 200

acres at Wonnerupafter the sale of his earth moving business. He has 37 horses

on the property with 25 in training. He owns 13 horses outright and has 2 in

shares.

Mr Ferguson was unable to explain how or why CHUMANI tested positive for

testosterone at the time of the interview held with Dr Mc Mullen and Mr Criddle at

his stables on 29 March 2021. There was no logbook entry on CHUMANI.

Mr Ferguson said he had neverinjected testosterone in any race horse (p 32

transcript).

A possible explanation for the detection of testosterone was offered by Mr

Ferguson at the Inquiry. He said that the only explanation he could give was

cross contamination to the horse from his hands following his personal use of a

cream named ANDROFORTE5; a prescription medication for low levels of

testosterone in humans.

Mr Ferguson explained that he had been applying this cream, which contains a

5% level of testosterone, on a moreorless daily basis since 2005. He described

his daily routine as being, to rise each morning at about 4.30 am, apply the

ANDROFORTE5 cream to his upper groin and thigh area with his hands, then
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check his computer and have a cup of tea. Mr Ferguson acknowledged that he

may not always have washedhis handsafter applying the cream.

41. Usually he left the morning horse “feeding up” to some-one else, but because
there were problems with CHUMANIeating- wise, he took it on himself during the
relevant period before CHUMANI’s race to cook up barley “sort of thing” the night

before, thenthrowit into the horse’s feed for breakfast in the morning.

42. Mr Ferguson accepted the swab results from RWWAasproofof the offence and

pleaded guilty at the Inquiry. He also accepts that a period of disqualification is an

appropriate penalty; but in his Appeal, submits that 12 monthsis too long and that

a lesser penalty of 6 months disqualification should have been imposed

(Appellant's Submissions on Penalty [6] — [7]).

43. Mr Ferguson had previously been convicted for a Presentation offence, namely,

under HRR 190 (1) and (2). In 2019 he pleaded guilty to four (4) charges of
presenting four (4) runners to a race notfree of the prohibited substance, namely

arsenic.

44. No cases authorities from other Australian jurisdictions were provided by the

Appellant or the Stewards, and in any event, they are not necessarily relevant to

the particularities of the industry in this State and the issues the Western

Australian Stewards consider impact locally: see Britton v RWWA (Greyhound)

Appeal No 775, per MemberJ Priorat [49]-[52].

Analysis of the Particulars

Wedealwith the Grounds (Particulars) in the following order:

Particular 2 — The asserted inadvertent transmission of testosterone

45. The Appellant contends that the Stewards failed to properly consider the

possibility of inadvertent transmission of the testosterone as a mitigating factor.

46. In relation to Mr Ferguson’s explanation of inadvertent transmission, the Stewards

stated at [18] Reasonsthat:

“Stewards haddifficulty accepting this explanation for the obvious reason of

the high levels of detection. As stated, Dr Dorakumbura advised that this

was the highest reading reported by the ChemCentre in five cases since

2008. Evenif it were to be your explanation, this would offerlittle assistance

to your cause as it would have arisen from your own negligence and

carelessness in not adopting some basic mitigations to contamination by

ensuring you washed your hands before handling horses ortheir feed. That

is a basic and fundamental requirement with respect to hygiene and

ensuring these important rules are not breached.”

47. The Stewards took account of evidence at the Inquiry from Dr Judith Medd and

concluded that it was a highly unlikely probability that the residue amounts on Mr

Ferguson’s hands could be enough to cause a reading on the horse of this

magnitude given the activities he engaged in before handling CHUMANI's feed.

48. Dr Medd is a highly respected and experienced expert in the field of veterinary

services in the racing industry, and no alternative or competing expert evidence



49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

was presented to the Inquiry. It is appropriate for the Stewards to have given

significant weight to her opinion.

The Stewards found that: “while such a scenario may be possible, that of itself

does not make it probable or the mostlikely explanation as compared to any

other scenario”. (Reasons at [17]). The Stewards critically examined a

considerable amount of evidence in the Inquiry before concluding that they did

not accept Mr Ferguson’s explanation of possible accidental transmission. The

transcript of the Inquiry demonstrates that much time was devoted to

consideration of Mr Ferguson’s explanation, ascertaining relevant evidence from

witnesses, and allowing Mr Ferguson to give evidence, ask questions and

respondto information before the Inquiry.

In addition to evidence from Dr Medd and Dr Dorakumbura, the Stewards referred

to other information which reflected the highly unlikely probability of cross

contamination. This included: Mr Ferguson’s long term personal use of

ANDROFORTE5 cream without any adverse consequences on horsesoverthat

16 year period; the difference between the concentration of testosterone in the

cream and the level detected in CHUMANI; and of the advice given to Mr

Ferguson by Dr Arun Ramachandran (his vet), after CHUMANI returned a

positive swab, that such a finding based on transference waspossible. Regarding

the latter, the Stewards stated that: “the fact it may be theoretically possible does

notofitself elevate that to be likely or more likely than any other possibility’.

The Tribunal is of the view that the Stewards undertooktheir analysis of the

evidence in a thorough and comprehensive manner. There was nothing in their

reasoning process to doubt the conclusions they reached regarding Mr

Ferguson's explanation. The Stewards did not accept his explanation, and upon

the evidence wereentitled to rejectit.

The Stewards did not fail to properly consider the possibility of accidental

transmission as a mitigating factor, nor did they conflate their consideration of the

likelihood of cross contamination with the Appellant’s negligence. Given that the

Stewards did not accept the explanation of cross contamination, there was no

basis for mitigation to apply.

In the Tribunal’s view, this Particular of the Ground of Appeal was not made out.

Particulars 3 and 5: The seriousness of a conviction and penalties after the

permanentban |

54.

99.

56.

Mr Percy QC submitted on behalf of the Appellant that the Rule change in 2014

did not make any changeto the gravity of the Rule under which the Appellant was
dealt with, and nor did it have the effect of increasing prospective penalties for

such an offence.

Mr Percy QC submitted that nothing in the changesto the Rules in 2014 required
harsher penalties for a presentation offence. Mr Percy QC said there was nothing

in the new Rules that increased penalties for presentation offences and had that

been what the regulators wanted, more serious penalties would have been
incorporated into the Rules. In other words, the regulators would have specifically

provided that the penalties be higher.

The Rules were changed in 2014 to achieve a particular outcome. Testosterone
became a permanently banned prohibited substance for the integrity of the sport.



The changes were intended to ensure a level playing field by eliminating any use
of performance enhancing drugs being administered to racing animals.

57. lt appears that the pre 2014 Rules were not regarded as effective in achieving
that outcome.In his oral submissions on behalf of the Stewards, Mr Davies QC
said that the changes were designed to send an important message across the
industry about the seriousness of testosterone in racing animals. In effect, there
wasa problem that neededto be solved through the Rule change.

58. Mr Davies QC referred to the situation in Western Australia before the 2014 Rule
change and observedthat “the old testosterone cases allowed for mitigation from
over-use”. We understood this to mean that when a horse was legitimately
administered testosterone under the old Rules, penalties were often mitigated
when trainers could show they had not deliberately or negligently administered
substances in a mannerthat resulted in the presentation offence. From these
submissions it appears that before the Rule change the Stewards regardedthat
mitigation arising from over-use to administration did not act as a sufficient
deterrent to presentation.

59. The Table provided to the Tribunal by the Stewards showedthat there were 12
presentation breaches between 2005 and 2014,including three (3) in 2012 and
one (1) in 2013.

60. Until this case in 2021, there had been no post 2014 testosterone cases in
harness racing in Western Australia. This would indicate that the new Rules are
“doing their work” and have had a positive effect in reducing testosterone in
racing animals. The local industry has been the beneficiary as a consequence.

61. In considering this appeal, the Tribunal is mindful that the Stewards are charged
with the duty of protecting the industry as well as administering and running the
sport.It is appropriate that they are the experts in determiningthe level of penalty
required in the circumstances of the case to ensure the efficacy of racing in
Western Australia. The Stewards have the responsibility of determining an
appropriate level of mitigation for the particular offending, and simultaneously
ensuring the penalty imposed acts as both a personal and anindustry deterrent.
The penalty in this case being the first post 2014 will set the standard for the
future of the industry. However, penalties in the future are not fixed and
immutable and will depend onall the circumstancesof the particular case.

62. The Stewardsin our view are well placed to appreciate the importance ofthe post
2014 changesand to evaluate the appropriate penalty for a presentation offence
after the new Rules were imposed.

63. Clearly changes were necessary to reduce the number of presentation
infringements which were occurring in the Western Australian industry pre 2014.
As well as permanently banning testosterone in race horses; the Rule changes
sent a message to the industry that presentation of a horse containing a
substance that was both a prohibited and a permanently banned substance was
more serious. This did affect the gravity of the presentation Rule. In turn, the
Stewards carefully assessed howthis elevation translatedinto the first post 2014
presentation penalty, and accordingly decided to increase the relevant penalty.

64. We have formed the view that the Stewards approach of assessing the offence as
more serious and accordingly imposing a greater penalty post 2014 was
appropriate and is in the interests of integrity in the industry and the betting
public.

65. For these reasons we dismiss Particulars 3 and 5.

Particular 4 — The penalty and prior relevant convictions



66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

The Appellant submits that the Appellant’s prior conviction for a prohibited

substance in 2019 was not a conviction which wasof anysignificant relevance to

Mr Ferguson’s present offending.

While the Appellant concedes that Mr Ferguson’s previous conviction constrains
the extent of his mitigation for the present offence, it was submitted that, but for

these offences, Mr Ferguson had an exemplary record for over 50 years in the

industry; and undue weight was placed on the arsenic offences by the Stewards.

In 2019 Mr Ferguson pleaded guilty under HRR 190 (1) and (2) for presenting 4

runners to race not free of the prohibited substance of arsenic. The penalty for

these offences was a total fine of $4,500. In addition to the possibility of the

horses consuming arsenic from biting pine treated timber railings, the Stewards
found that Mr Ferguson’s administration of Jurocyl paste (which contains arsenic)

to the horses was the major contributing factor to these offences. This should

have beenwithin his knowledge and waswithin his control.

The Stewards were cognisant of Mr Ferguson's 50 year history as a licensed

trainer and the details of his previous presentation offence. They conscientiously

took this information into account when deciding not to apply the same level of

mitigation to Mr Fergusonasthat affordedtofirst offenders (Reasonsat [28]).

Weare not persuaded that the Stewardserredin relation to the level of mitigation
afforded by the Stewardsin this regard.

For these reasons we dismiss Particular 4.

CONCLUSION

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

This is a Rule that has animal welfare implications as well as one which requires

strict compliance, and it is essential that the penalties reflect the seriousness of

the offending after taking into account the various mitigating factors.

This Tribunal is cognisant of the principles of sentencing in an appellant

jurisdiction and of the constraint that governs an appellate review. The principles

are that it is not sufficient for the Tribunal to interfere with a decision of the

Stewards regarding the penalty imposed because the Tribunal regards the

penalty as insufficient or excessive. It must be shown that the stewards were "in

error in acting on a wrong principle, or in misunderstanding, or in wrongly

assessing some salient feature of the evidence”: see R v Grein (1989) WAR 178

at p180, Malcolm CJ (with whom Wallace and Nicholson JJ agreed) referred to R

v Tait (1979) FLR 386 at 388-389.

A penalty is considered to be manifestly excessive where the Tribunal infer that in

some way there has been failure to properly exercise the discretion which is

reposed n the Stewards: House v R (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 501. The penalty

imposed in this case of 12 months disqualification of the trainer's license wasin

all the circumstances of the case within a proper exercise of the Stewards

discretion, was not unreasonable, nor wasit plainly unjust; and therefore it was

not manifestly excessive. No substantial wrong hasin fact occurred.

The Appellant's Ground of Appeal traversed three key issues: firstly, that the

penalty imposed was unreasonable, secondly it was vitiated by error, and thirdlyit

was manifestly excessivein all of the circumstances of the case.

The Tribunal did not identify any material error on the Stewards part in

determining the penalty in this case. Particulars 2-5 of the one Ground of Appeal

were not made out. The penalty wasnotvitiated by error.
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77.Nor did the Tribunal find the Stewards imposition of a penalty of 12 months

disqualification unreasonable in the circumstances. The Stewards imposed a
sentence which they regarded as the appropriate period of disqualification

necessary to send the messageto offenders and the industry in general that such

offenceswill not be tolerated.

78. While the penalty imposed on Mr Ferguson will have a significant impact on his
ability to continue in the industry as a professional trainer, the Tribunal did not

considerit was plainly unjust or unreasonable.

79. For these reasons we confirm the penalty imposed by the Stewards and dismiss

the Appeal.
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